Terms of use for the crowd:it research version
We are pleased you are researching pedestrian dynamics and simulation, and would like to
provide you with a research version of our marketed pedestrian simulation software, crowd:it,
free of charge.
crowd:it’s research version (henceforth “The Research Version”) is available for any researcher
or researching student, whose focus is pedestrian simulation, or lecturer, who wishes to use
crowd:it as a learning tool during the course of his or her teaching.
The research version includes:
›

A free crowd:it license for the duration of the project (normally 6 months).

›

crowd:it documentation, video tutorials and practice exercises.

›

Maintenance (updates and upgrades) of crowd:it for the duration of the project.

The preceding is conditioned by the following terms of use (accu:rate refers to accu:rate
GmbH and The User to the undersigned):
›

accu:rate reserves the right to restrict or retract use of its software. Use of the The
Research Version is contingent upon the focus of the research project. The software
is provided and should be used “in good faith”.

›

The Research Version may be used only for research, learning and teaching purposes.

›

Commercial use of The Research Version is prohibited. In the case of violation,
accu:rate reserves the right to demand a penalty of one and a half times the amount
of a software license that most closely affords the license holder those rights that were
used commercially or otherwise by The User.

›

The User provides accu:rate with the research work, in which the simulation results
are incorporated for further use.

›

The User provides accu:rate with all simulation files for further use.

›

The User agrees to answer the crowd:it feedback form after the expiration of the
research version.

›

accu:rate reserves the right to name The User and his or her title on its website.

Please return a signed copy of this agreement to the accu:rate offices (scan and Email to
crowd-it@accu-rate.de). For students, we also require an up-to-date certificate of
matriculation.
Any and all provided information is handled confidentially. Please see our data protection
policies at https://www.accu-rate.de/en/privacy-policy.

Place, Date

First name and surname
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Signature of The User

Stand: 2020-07-09

